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The Watchman of Yarloop Worksheds

Above his overalls strong as age,
his friendly eyes crinkled with memory,
while, beneath his feet,
three sets of rails ran into the dark infinity
of loco sheds.
The sheds once had ninety—
the big lugs ate into the clean steel;
apprentices swore and sweated
in a world made old for their young hands—
but now the broken wheels rusted in
abstracts.
The engine age had run down!
They had torn up two tracks
and the boilers rotted on the stands.
Kittens ]ilayed in piles of dead grey wood,
spiders frosted glass with their webs,
stars fell over the town on hot nights
and no babes were born.
Weeds marched out time among the
shattered shapes,
and young boys were tired on leaning
verandahs,
lolling like old men darning socks
in the sunset of sultry days.
His voice was eager,
like a hermit sudden come home,
like a man who has been too long
in a silent hall
\\ liere no visitors come.
It trailed into meaninglessness.

Peter Jeffery

Though he was kind,
he could not gi\e the frenzy
of mill sheds, whistles, ponies, bullocks
drawing whims, epic brawls in the
wooden pub,
for we were of a different time,
that measured progress in tyred miles
and brittle words over cocktails.
So he seemed
to be telling a child's story
that died some\\'here in the back of
our minds.
And our lips were polite,
but we wanted to move on,
to avoid this time worn man
in his tradition of alien shapes and goals.
When the car left
I saw him waving,
etched against a rusty door that locked
out nothing,
not even the thieves of time,
and his upraised arm
was that of a graceful swimmer
drowning in a vague mist of dreams;
a grain in the memory of the race.

P E T E K J E F F E R Y is a W c s t r m .Australian .school teacher
and an external student in the Facult\ of Arts at the Uni\crsity of Western Australia.
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Judging a Competition

A

T the conclusion of any competition it seems to
be traditional for the judges, not only to announce
their decision but also to expose fearlessly the behind
the scenes events that led up to their verdict. One
feels that this is not a step that has been taken
voluntarily, but has been compelled by the sheer
weight of the demands of a pubhc who have replied
to the clause "the judges' decision shall be final and
no correspondence shall be entered into" with the
catch cry "no adjiidication without explanation".
In the present instance, since the preservation of
judicial anonymity has been denied by the conditions
of the competition, the first step towards compliance
with the hoarse bidding of the populace is to proclaim boldly the identity of the judges. Thus the
member of the academic staff of the University of
Western Australia was David Bradley, of the English
Department, the selected member of the Fellowship
of Australian Writers was John K. Ewers, and the
Editor of Westerly happened to be two people, Hal
Nicholson and Peter Abotomey, who acted together
as a single unit.
It was the job of these people to select from the
seventy or so entries submitted, three stories under
Section I, which was open to any vmter, for the
awards £60, £10 and £10, and two stories for the
£15 and £5 awards under Section II, which was
restricted to University students under twenty-five.
Added to the expected difBculty was the enormous variety of the stories which ran the gamut from
how the gold-mine was salted and what we did on
leave in France to sophisticated surrealistic prose set
in the neurotic capitals, and although it was easy
enough to pan off thirty or so entries that lacked
any quantity of literary metal, the selection of the
first ten was a much less simple business, because
of this great diversity.
Perhaps the one disappointing feature of the competition was the paucity of entries in Section II.
Only seven were received and of these, the judges
reluctantly decided, none was of suificiently high
standard to warrant the award of first prize, so the
£15 prize was held over to a later date and another
competition. The second preference of £5 was won
by Frank Moorhouse of Wagga, N.S.W., for his
story "One Night in Bed", an interesting little piece
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which did not, however, meet all the requirements
of a short story.
The other sixty odd stories in Section I provided
thirty possibles from which it was obvious the winners would be selected. Accordingly the three judges
made their separate assessments, then met to argue
and defend their choice. At this stage all the authors
were chastely veiled under pseudonyms, their names
being hidden and sealed in envelopes which were
opened only in the presence of all the judges after
the final results had been agreed upon.
The merits of the selected stories are discussed
by David Bradley elsewhere in this issue, so that it
will be enough just to mention that the first award
went to Alice F. de Grys of Perth for her story "Out
of the Morning", the second award to David Forrest
of Brisbane for his story "The Boy from Wallaby
Creek", the third award to Lyndall Hadow of Perth
for her story "Inters", while Brian Horan of Perth
was commended for his story "The Man from the
Rent Place". One might add that if the Westerly
competition had achieved nothing else it justified its
existence by bringing to light the talents of twolittle known virriters, Alice de Grys and Brian Horan.
Of the other stories, fifteen at least, with a little
alteration, would be worth publishing, for quite a
large number of good stories were spoilt because of
impossible or unsuitable endings. Likevwse some
splendid writing was passed over because of its
uneven quafity, or because what emerged finally was
not a short story, and it is hoped that with a little
re-writing eight or ten of these vvdU appear in the
next two issues of Westerly.
To the prize winners the Editors of Westerly offer
congratulations, and to all contributors thanks for
making the competition so successful. The Editors
would also like to thank David Bradley and John K.
Ewers for their co-operation and for their expenditure of time on work that was purely honorary and
not always convenient in its demands. To them,
however, one might quote the Biblical warning, 'Judge
not and ye shall not be judged", for one suspects
that those who disregarded this injunction in the
interests of the Westerly Short Story Competition
must be prepared now to accept judgment in turn
from those whom in their fallibility they cast out.
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Competition Comment
David Bradley

T

HE Short Story is at once the most and
the least exacting of literary forms. In
our pulp magazines, where little is expected,
little is provided beyond the rather pleasant
slick know-how of manipulating standard
plots. Yet in the hands of a conscientious
artist the force that goes to compress a moment of life into a small compass seems to
rebound in an energy that flows from the
complete story — an energy which remains
available after repeated readings.
It's certainly the most exacting of forms
to judge in a literary competition, for a poem
will ring or it won't ring almost on first reading; a play is fairly obviously stageworthy or
not; one can at least eliminate with some
confidence. But the short story offers so many
kinds of satisfactions and addresses so many
audiences — fairly specialised audiences at
that — that personal tastes must count for a
good deal in the assessing. How does one
rank a story which might be very successful
for readers of LilUput against a highlywrought and fragile mood-poem which would
be instantly rejected even by the Editors of
Westerly?
Even as a form the short story is hard to
define. It merges into the anecdote, the
character sketch, the amusing yarn transcribed from real life, the diary of a stream of
consciousness caught on a bus or at the
beach, or in any of a thousand situations.
Even at its loosest and slackest it usually has
some mild personal or sociological interest.
Praise must be given to a story which evokes
a feeling of vivid life, even if its psychology
is jejune and its plot shapeless and melodramatic. Where there are several judges of
a competition there will be as many opinions
—even about what a story is.
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What follows then is, briefly, my own impression of why we selected these stories,
and I offer it because I believe that judgments of this kind shouldn't be left anonymous, as if writers had as their only arbiter
the inscrutable monster of Public Taste. One
can at least give reasons for one's tastes
which go further than the mere interest in
subject matter or the commonly misunderstood criteria of "good literary style".
In the first place, I think you can't divorce
the style of a story from its purpose, or from
the movement and intention of the whole.
You find plenty of stories in such a competition with scattered passages of literary vmting, of course. That seems to me the immediate mark of failure: it's a sign the story isn't
properly imagined—the writer is trying to
impose a form on his material from without,
not (as we say for want of a better description of the creative process) exploring
patiently to find the most natural form in the
material itself. On the othe hand you find
many patiently shaped stories where the style
is full of minor imperfections—a too heavy
emphasis here, a slap of irrelevant sentiment
there, a striving for atmosphere with long
strings of adjectives (the bane of even the
best Australian writing), a refusal to dump
irrelevant local colour overboard, a mistaken
clinging to an exquisite cadence for purely
verbal effect.
From these last imperfections, not one of
the stories escapes, but there are a few almost
able to stand on their own feet without obvious manipulation by the vioriter, and it is
precisely this kind of self-sustained story that
seems to me most difficult to write and most
satisfying when achieved. Such a preference
tends to eliminate the yarns, though there

were some well-told yarns entered—but also
to minimize the capricious attraction of subject-matter.
Out of the Morning, the prize-winning
story, may seem almost tri\'ial to some who
like the more momentous, passionate or
socially-aware subjects; but within its range
it seems to me to satisfy this exacting standard. It is of all the entries the most independent of its writer. It seems to go of itself,
without being pushed, and, though the two
children are naturally inarticulate, we rarely
have the sense of a super-wise adult watching and commenting. In its shaping of a
psychological crisis which seems momentous,
but nevertheless remains within the scope of
a child's world, this story might be compared
with some of the best of Katherine Mansfield's. And it is carefully shaped. Almost
from the beginning we are influenced by a
suggestion of a pattern, which binds the figures and the landscape into a unity—and this
is beautifully reinforced by the visual symbol
of the girl's head bent over a gum-nut, the
two bell-like shapes echoing each other in a
pattern of concentration. Then, through an
extraordinarily effective passage of violence,
as the goanna is killed, the pattern of the
morning and of the casually comfortable relations of the brother and sister is broken. The
new atmosphere is evoked as surely as the
first:
It lay in a bloodied mess of
brokenness, all covered with dust
and little gravel pebbles, bits of broken glass and twigs. It was a spoiled
thing, there in the heat of the ageing morning and the east wind made
a wild noise among the leaves and
shifted dust down from the hill.
Donny ached with sadness . . .
To most writers this would be enough. An
ending could be made here with a summary
moral or explanation, for the action is achieved and done ^^dth. But the art of this story
is that having broken the pattern it is not

over. Something new has happened to
Donny, and we are told this not by the crude
method of direct observation, but by a slow
build back to the confidence between brother
and sister. The pattern begins to reassert
itself, but only begins—for this garden which
may still look like the Garden of Paradise
will never again be quite as it was. Innocence
has departed: the baby has become a boy.
If one admires this story for its form, in which
the psychological movement is so tellingly
involved, one admires it even more for the
natural details of characterization and the
economy of description which give that form
a convincing life.
The Boy at Wallaby Creek has many of
the same virtues, but its theme seems to come
from outside, rather than arising from within
the material itself. The little boy is not really
a strange boy—he is and was all the time a
boy waiting for the windfall of an old
motor-tyre, but he is made to seem strange
and the reader has a faint sense of being
manipulated. If our angle of vision were not
distorted we would not be able to grasp the
significance of the "still point in time" from
which the past and the future seem momentous to these rather ordinary people. And because the destiny of these people is so very
ordinary parts of the story are inclined to
seem overwritten.
The third story, Inters, has poignant
situations with some vivid flashes of insight
into the characters, but it has not the virtue
of shapeliness, of a form which seems inevitably to accompany the characters and the
theme. The switch of interior monologue
from person to person seems to me unhappy,
partly because the hortatory manner ("As she
sits, pretending to eat, her thoughts are not
with you") makes one uncertain whom these
thoughts belong to, and since the husband
seems to have most of these musings he is
gradually established as the centre of interest
yet one has no means of deciding whether
he is meant to be. It is a story that reads very
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well the first time; but, the second time, the
bloom is touched, the suspense is gone, one
wonders whether the explanation "father
image" explains anything or whether we are
not meeting the vulgar conventional triangle
again with just the addition that the ageing
hvisband is able to pity his wife because he
can "understand" her.
The Man from the Rent Place is possibly
the most skilfully contrived of all the stories
entered. The contrivance of course is proper
for comedy, and it is done subtly (those
glasses in the kitchen and the bottle in the
liall swept behind the door!) so that a true
and touching charcter-sketch emerges together with the poignantly funny situation.

One wonders only whether the writer should
not have allowed more comedy and less
pathos.
#
«
«
There are many other things to admire
and to question in all the stories entered.
These few comments are intended to give
some account of how one of the judges went
about the job of distinguishing between them.
But they will not have been worth writing
unless you will now turn to the stories and
read them.

D A V I D BRADLEY is a lecturer in English at the University
of W e s t e r n Au,<itralia.

Homage to Yeats
Francis King
Out of
Out of
Out of
Where

the
the
the
the

aching stone,
actor's laughing part,
common chat and call
dead man waits for death,

Into the cavernous bone,
Into the wordless heart.
Into the doorless silent hall
Where the strange God waits for breath,

To these depths his still words reach
With the flare of a dark image in the breach.

FRANCIS
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KING is a music critic and
University of W.A.

graduate

of

the

FIRST AWARD

Out of the Morning
Alice F. de Grys

T

HE sun was well above the top of the hill,
moving in yellow speckles over the gravelly earth and the drying grass, as the east
wind worried among the leaves of gum and
wattle and tossed the blackboys about in
spines of shiny hght. Away below the garden
and the house, between the folds of sunbleached hills, the city lay under a pinky
haze of smoke and dust that blotted out the
distant sea altogether.

Donny, a small brown body half boy, half
baby, toiled slowly and methodically on his
tricycle through the garden at the bottom of
the hill. The engine was missing somewhere
and the road was boggy; heaven knew when
he'd get home. The engine spluttered, then
roared, as he churned through another patch
of heavy bog with laboured slowness.
Absorbed in some business of her own,
Cheb squatted over her round knees, her
flushed face lost in the wdnd tossed, sun
dappled tulip bell of her hair, her small
brown fingers poking at the gum-nut with a
stick, trying to clean the seed sections out
of it. As she worked she talked to the doll
propped stiffly beside her against an outcrop
of uneven gravel rock, but her voice no more
disturbed the morning on the hill than the
wind in the leaves, and child and sun, morning and wind, gravel and trees, seemed woven
together in one pattern.
8
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Tiring of her work with the nut, Cheb
looked up out of the bell of her hair as she
moved over to Suzie Girl, still talking. Suddenly she stopped talking, staring behind
the doll where something moved. She
scrambled to her feet as the movement slowly
proved itself a large bob-tailed goanna, clumsily poking out from the gravel rock behind
the doll. Swooping quickly, she seized the
doll and her sudden movement caught the
goanna in fright, as she had been caught. It
scaled together, mouth open in its defensive
attitude of ugliness. She watched it a moment, her face pale under her hair and her
mouth drawn in on a breath; then she ran
screaming, "Donny! Donny! Don-nee!"
The pattern oii the hill broke up. The
goanna scuttled into a cover of low blackboy
spikes and the wind carried Cheb's voice
down the hill while the sun sent a black
shadow bobbing before her running feet as
she followed it, spilling the gravel pebbles
in her path.
Donny left his tricycle and came running
up from the garden. "What's the matter,
Cheb? What's the matter?"
She caught his arm. It's up there near our
cubby place," she panted, hanging on to him.
"What is?" he asked, pushing her to get
past. He was nearly six, and his sturdy brown
body wore only a pair of faded blue shorts,
his eyes were quick and hazel brown and the
baby softness was thinning out of his cheeks.
Cheb clutched at his shorts behind to
keep him.
"Donny, don't go! Donny, don't go!" she
pleaded wildly. "It was by Suzie Girl up
near our cubby place."
He undid her fingers from his shorts and
pulled her along after him, back up the hill.
"Come and show me. What is it? Is it a
centipede?"
"No. No Donny, stop here."
"Is it a snake?"
"No. But it might be—with legs. Donny,
stay here."
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"You're a booby," Donny said, letting her
go. "I bet it's nothing. Just an old stick!"
"It is not a stick, so there. All right, you
go; you go and see for yourself."
"Booby, booby," Donny chanted back over
his choulder. "Girls are boobies. I'm never
scared." But excitement tingled over his
body; he knew she really had seen something,
because he heard it in her voice.
He picked up a stick and moved more
carefully round by the cubby rock, his bright
eyes concentrated to see every curve of
gravel and grass and shadow and stick. He
could see nothing that was not familiar and
as it should be, and he called back to her
with a scorn that was part relief and part
disappointment, "Nothing here. I told you
you're a booby, so now you are."
"It was there." Cheb moved slowly a little
nearer up the hill.
"Come and show me, then. I can't see
anything." He poked about the rock with his
stick, and then moved the spikes of the
blackboy. The goanna backed further under
cover and he saw it. The sudden sight of the
scaley body there under the green spikes sent
fear smarting through him like a flame. But
Cheb was behind him again, and she cried,
"See, it is there. Come away, Donny, quick!"
so that he stiffened his muscles against the
smart and the urge to run, and pushed her.
"Don't be a booby! It's only an old sleepy
lizard. Who's scared of him!" He poked at
the goanna with the stick and, mouth agape,
it crawled out from under the blackboy.
Cheb ran half-way down the hill, where she
hung on the edge of her fright, crying, 'What
are you doing, Donny?"
"I'm just looking, booby," he said, without looking away from the goanna, and poking at it with his stick.
She came a little way back up the hill,
watching him. "What are you going to do,
Donny? Are you going to kill it?"
"Booby baby," he called back absently,
engrossed.

"Why don't you kill it?"
He hadn't thought of such a thing. "Go
away, booby," he scoffed.
"I bet you can't," she scoffed back, stung
at last. "Booby yourself!" and she went back
down the hill a little way.
The goanna's scaley body was a pohshed
pattern of scollops on the rough gravel and
its triangular jaws stood wide open in a depth
of fleshy pinkness and moving blue tongue
that seemed to belie their innocence.
Donny looked at the ugliness of the
goanna's fear, and his own fear gathered in
until it was a knot in his chest. He knew
what a sleepy lizard was: he knew that it
would not hurt him: he knew it was a good
lizard and helped to keep the world clean.
He'd seen one before. Their father had shown
it to him and told him about it. But now he
stood with it by himself, and the look of it
refuted everything he knew, as he stood there
looking at it and feeling the knot in his chest.
The goanna closed its mouth and slowly
inched its way awkwardly backwards, towards escape. Donny moved cautiously round
and poked his stick at it again. Instantly the
goanna's head swung toward the stick, mouth
open again. He heard Cheb's voice raised in
entreaty:
"Donny, leave it. Don-nee!" and then in
desperation, "I'll tell."
He poked at the goanna from the other
side and the gaping head swung to face his
stick while a soft huffing sound came out of
its throat. Suddenly Donny hit at his fear of
the goanna across its scaley back. The terrified reptile twisted uselessly to catch the
attacking stick in its mouth, weaving angularly backwards and forwards. He hit it
again.
Cheb cried once more, "Don-nee, I'll tell,"
and ran the rest of the way down the hill.
Donny was alone with the goanna, writhing
with a scaley sound on the gravel. He hit it
again and again, to beat his own fear and his
own unrecognised disgust. The reptile's open
10

mouth had dust and gravel in it now; it looked bruised and its silent agony was a pain
in Donny's heaving chest worse than the pain
of his fright. His stick broke and he ran
about gathering stones to pound on the
goanna's body. Even after it had ceased to
move he went on pounding at it, and the
tears brimmed over in grimy marks down
his dusty cheeks. "Stupid lizard! Stupid,
silly, ugly lizard!" he sobbed as he bashed
down on it with another rock, and another.
As suddenly as he had begun, he stopped,
as if it were something else besides himself
had set him to beat the goanna. He looked
down at it out of tear stained eyes that were
dry now. It lay in a bloodied mess of brokenness, all covered with dust and little gravel
pebbles, bits of broken grass and twigs. It
was a spoiled thing, there in the heat of the
ageing morning and the east wind made a
wild noise among the leaves and shifted dust
down from the hill.
Donny ached with a sadness no tears
came to wash away, as if he were lost in a
great loneliness there on the hill with only
his unknown self and the dead goanna for
company. He sat down on the rock and
stared at the hateful thing he had made in
the morning until his stomach was sick. After
a while he scooped sand and gravel over the
mess, and the emptiness began to fill up a
little.
Cheb came creeping back up the hill.
"Donny," she called. He didn't look up nor
answer her, so she called again, "Donny. I
didn't tell," but still he didn't answer.
"True, Donny. True, I didn't tell." She
squatted down beside him, and after a moment asked "Where is it?"
"It's dead," Donny said.
"Did you kill it?" Cheb asked in a wondering voice. "Let me see it dead."
"No," Donny said.
"What did you kill it for?" she wanted to
know, and wh"fen he didn't answer she said
plaintively, "I wish you didn't kill it."
WESTERLY

"You told me to," Donny said, suddenly
remembering. It helped to remember; it took
some of the sadness out.
"I didn't," Cheb said, beginning to cry.
"I didn't mean it. I wish you didn't kill it."
"There you go again, booby. I did kill it.
I'm not a booby like you." More of the empty
feeling was filling up, but Cheb went on
sniffing and poking her fists in her eyes under
the bell of her hair. Donny put his hand on
her arm.
"Don't cry, Cheb, don't cry. I won't kill
another lizard, ever ever. I'm not scared."
She stopped sniffing after a minute and rubbed her nose with her hand.
"Your thumb's bleeding," she said. "It's
got a cut. You better come and get a bandage."
"All right," he said, discovering the cut,
too. As they got up he said, "Don't you tell
what I did, Cheb, will you?"
"Why not?" she asked.
"Because not."
"Will you let me play with your blue
marbles?"
"Yes," he said, unwillingly, "but if you
tell I'll, I'll"—and he hunted for something
dreadful enough to deter her—"I'll give Suzie
Girl to another sleepy lizard."
"I won't tell, anjrway," she said. She took
his hand and they started down the hill, and
suddenly out of the release from sadness, that
was Donny's sadness, that she didn't understand, she kissed his arm.
"Girls are pretty funny," Donny said
knowingly, joggling her so they both laughed.
But he did not yet know what he knew, only
the taste in his mouth, from which the curve
of baby innocence had gone.
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ALICE D E GRYS is a W e s t e r n Australian nursing sister with
some writing previously published.
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SECOND AWARD

The Boy at Wallaby Creek
David Forrest

A

UNT Minnie was sitting in front, so that
she could see the scenery, with Barry in
the middle with his harmonica, and Noel who
was driving. Uncle Jack sat in the rear, so
that he could smoke his pipe in peace, beside
Shirley and me.
The part of the Brisbane Valley Highway
where the boy was sitting was newly-laid
bitumen and we needed the good surface
when the rear off tyre blew out. We skidded,
driving spectacularly on the wrong side of
the road, then to the right side, and stopped,
once more on the wrong side with our wheels
aligned neatly along the shoulder of the
bitumen. Everyone sat up straight again and
Barry fingered a tooth he had rapped with the
harmonica.
"Ho hum," said Noel, who is nineteen,
and took his hands off the wheel; and Uncle
Jack, who is sixty-nine, said, "I couldn't have
done it better meself."
Aunt Minnie said, "We did exactly the
same thing coming back from Ken's funeral.
Between Bell's Bridge and the Woolooga
turn-off."
"That was thirty year ago, Minnie," said
Uncle Jack quietly.
The boy was sitting on the bank behind
the water-table. Like the old Stone House
at Moore, he was blended with the open
forest and brown paddocks and the stony
outliers of the Brisbane Valley ranges.
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Obviously, he had known for years that
we were to have a blow-out, and that when
we did we would skid to a stop exactly here,
twenty feet six inches short of the guide posts
on the Wallaby Creek bridge. Obviously,
alone under the sun and the sky and the
ranges and the trees, he had waited, contemplating signs and portents of the summer.
His eyes conveyed possibly no more than that
we had arrived on time.
He was of no particular bufld, bare feet,
brown legs, khaki shorts with edges turned
up disclosing the tips of white inside pockets,
blue shirt, sleeves rolled up, brown arms,
brown face and neck, light blue contemplative eyes, hair of no particular note laid
hither and yon by whim of a breeze or a
passing comb. He was, perhaps, ten years

old.
"Where did he spring from?" said Aunt
Minnie, as though she thought him a consequence of an exploding tyre and the screech
of skidding rubber on bitumen, as though she
had suddenly discovered the old Stone House
to be a couple of miles out of position.
"Dunno," said Uncle Jack judicially. "I
been driving up and down this road forty
year. And I never seen him there before."
He drew on his pipe. "Of course, I'm
pretty strong on watching the road when I'm
driving. I'm not saying he wasn't there. I'm
just saying I never seen him."
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The boy seemed unaware of anyone being
in the car. He had known before we arrived,
or determined it on our spectacular arrival,
that the essential fact in life was the blown
tyre, and that it was from that item that the
future was extended into unsuspected years
to come.
"Nice cut of a lad," said Uncle Jack, much
as he might have said "Nice line in yearlings
you got there, Bert."
He looked in curiosity at the back of
Noel's head. "Are you going to change this
tyre today or next Sunday?"
"He's wondering," said Barry, still fingering his tooth, "if the jack's in the boot or in
the garage in Murgon."
Uncle Jack took his pipe out of his mouth
and said "Ah!"
He wound down his window and looked
out at the boy. "G'day."
The boy lifted his eyes from the tyre and
contemplated Uncle Jack—and found him a
person to whom a man could extend adult
courtesy.
"G'day," said the boy and reverted to his
examination of the flat tyre and its significance.
Noel pulled the key out of the ignition,
caught the keys in his hand, and opened the
door. He got out and looked at the boy.
"G'day."
The boy's eyes swept over him and found
him to be at the menacing age of nineteen.
"G'da\'," said the boy from some guarded
depth of his contemplation.
Uncle Jack winked cryptically at Shirley.
Noel unlocked the boot and found the jack.
"We're in business, he announced, and
began rolling up his sleeves. Barry slid out
past the ^^heel and searched in the boot for
spanners and the pump.
We all got out and inspected the tyre.
Barry grunted. Uncle Jack said he had
seen worse, Aunt Minnie said that that was
the time at Cadarga on the Hawkwood Road,
Shirley asked me where Hawkwood was, and
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I said it was on the Boyne, and Uncle Jack
said I was not to be bloody silly, it was on
the Auburn. A faint breeze blew down the
Brisbane Valley and played with a tutt ot
the boy's hair.
He examined us briefly, noticed that
Shirley was to have a baby, deduced by a
comparison of ages that I was the person
responsible, dismissed Barry and Noel as
floral-shirted mechanics, decided that Aunt
Minnie was probably all right as women go
providing they don't maul a person, and observed that Uncle Jack did not let a limp
interfere with movement.
We stared around at the hills and the
silence. Uncle Jack ambled a few yards to
the bridge and stood there assessing the season from the flow of the stream. Then he
came back and wandered in the other direction, facing towards Blackbutt. He looked
at the Rhodes grass, at the forest grass, the
fences, the trees, and our skid marks.
From his detached contemplation, the boy
studied the loosening of the wheel nuts and
the assembling of the jack like a philosopher
reviewing the universe.
Uncle Jack said, "Used to know a fella
lived down the road here a bit."
He said to Shirley, "Forty year ago, that
was."
He turned around and said to the boy,
"Bert O'Reilly still live in these parts?"
"Yes," said the boy, watching the correct
positioning of the jack.
"That's his place down the road there,
isn't it? Th one with the red roof."
"Yes," said the boy, supervising the placement of the wheel nuts in the upturned hub
cap.
"Pick me up when you come on," Uncle
Jack advised Noel and set off along the bitumen.
Barry began pulling out the spare tyre.
Aunt Minnie and Shirley sat on the Rhodes
grass on the bank behind the water-table
Shirley with careful awkwardness although I
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assisted her. Aunt Minnie with careless dignity, as though she had had much practice
at sitting on banks, which she had.
"Where do you live?" asked Aunt Minnie.
"Over there," said the boy, successfully
conveying his meaning without moving an
arm or his head.
"Then your name must be O'Reilly, too?"
"Yes."
He inspected the spare tyre for its meaning and found that it would spin away into
the future, out of and beyond the Valley,
and travel he knew not where.
"How old are you?" asked Aunt Minnie.
" 'Leven," said the boy, and put the spare
tyre into its right perspective. It was the new
risen order. The future needed it. And as
the spare tyre spun on its way, the old tyre
fell behind, spent, useless, discarded.
Aunt Minnie is large and comfortable,
and sometimes memories get the better of
her.
"Ken was eleven," she told Shirley. "That
year we come back from the Burnett."
So the spare tyre would spin away, into
Autumn, into Winter. The old tyre rocked
on to the ground, wobbling like a dropped
penny, and settled on the gravel shoulder.
The tyre lay there in the hot summer, under
the sun, with red blood running through a
man's body and the dark earth warm under
the soles of his feet and the breeze to waft
a cool shaft of air down inside his shirt.
The boy's mouth opened very slightly and
the tip of his tongue wandered slowly along
his teeth.
His eyes came up, comprehended Noel in
an overall glance and sank back to the old
tyre.
"You're a mighty driver. Mister," he observed.
"Eleven years and three months," Aunt
Minnie told Shirley.
"You can probably drive a bit yourself,"
said Noel, warming to worship from the
young.
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"Only the tractor," said the boy contemplatively. "You can drive a car."
"The Barambah was up," said Aunt
Minnie. "Not that it mattered. We got bogged on the Mondure flats. Half an hour we
was there. So we tried to cut across to
Wondai, but it was that half-hour done it.
That half-hour the other side of Mondure.
He'd be forty-one if he'd lived."
The boy said "You won't be using that
tyre again."
Noel looked at the tear in it, and wiped
his forehead with his arm.
Aunt Minnie said, "The next time Jack
starts yapping about the good old days, ask
him about that half-hour we spent on the
Mondure flats."
Barry lifted the spare tyre into position
and the boy observed that the tread on it
disparaged the surface of the old one.
"You know something?" said Noel, "I'm
going to have to buy a new tyre. And a new
tube. And that's not all. I'll have to have the
rim beat out. And, just about have to have
the alignment seen to into the bargain."
Obviously, the boy had long known this,
too, would come to pass. There was an intangible moment somewhere near at hand
and his light blue eyes searched for it without
leaving the tyre. The breeze came and flicked
at his tuft of unruly hair.
"You can have the good old days," said
Aunt Minnie bravely, and fell silent with
memories of picnics on the Boonara where
the cicadas sing more loudly than in anywhere else in Creation; and on black soil flats
and creeks without bridges.
Noel said, "And, I don't get paid till
Thursday week."
Barry spun the wheel nuts on with his
fingers and stood up to stretch his legs.
He glanced at the boy and said in my ear,
"Imagine him up a tree if you were neckin'
underneath."
Shirley's hand, extended in comfort towards Aunt Minnie, stopped in mid-air when
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Barry frowned. He groped for a spanner and
began tightening the wheel nuts and the
boy's eyes searched for the elusive moment.
The old tyre lay on the gravel.
"Enough air?" said Barry, and Noel said,
"I think so. Let her down slow."
Then he said, "Yeh, that's fine."
The boy's lips parted again, very slightly,
and his tongue travelled along inside his
cheek and stopped with its tip caught lightly
between his front teeth. Whatever the moment was, it was at hand. The hub cap went
on with one crack of sound and it was quiet
again in the Valley.
The boy's chest breathed in a little.
"What you going t' do with the tyre?" he
asked, and it seemed that he held his breath,
with his tongue touching lightly against his
teeth, with his hearing attuned acutely to
Noel and his blue eyes fastened agelessly
to the tyre.
Aunt Minnie looked at him across thirty
years of time and the breeze came down from
Blackbutt to toy with that stray piece of hair.
It was a wonderful day in high summer and
the ancient land kept its peace about him.
He was as still as the trees and the stern
ridges around, and amongst them and the
brown paddocks it seemed that he was the
beginning and the end of all of the Brisbane
Valley. Shirley looked at me warmly and I
think that we were looking about eleven
years and two months into the future.
Noel considered the tyre and said, "I'll
find a use for it. Cut the tube into washers."
The suspended breath went out of the
boy very slowly. The tip of his tongue slipped back, and his lips closed. His eyes
watched the old tyre's last journey into the
boot.
Noel locked the boot and I helped Shirley
to her feet, and Barry his mother.
"G'bye," we all said.
"Cbye," said the boy.
He spared a long glance for the closed
boot, as though the flaming sword of justice
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m iight just possibly flash from the sky to the
rescue of all those potential shanghais.
When last seen, he still sat in his unmoving introspection, contemplating our skid
marks on the bitumen, or perhaps consoling
himself with the thought that tractor tyre
tubes are better than car tubes, or perhaps,
waiting for some fresh sign or portent of the
summer.
Obviously, this was not the day.

DAVID FORREST is a Queensland writer whose book 'The
Last Blue Sea' won the Mary Gilmore Award in 1958.
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The Short Story in Australia
John K. Ewers

F

OR its initial expression the short story
usually requires a medium of publication,
and the natural medium is the magazine.
Looking at this field of publication today,
one is struck by its thinness and moved to
wonder whether, in these circumstances, the
short story can continue to occupy the proud
place it has made for itself in Australian
writing. The post-war years have seen the
rise and fall of promising fiction media like
A.M. and the disappearance of the oldest
fiction magazine. The Australian Journal after
over 100 years of continuous existence. The
withdrawal by the large and wealthy Australian dailies from the field of the weekly
magazine (such as The Sydney Mail, The
Australasian, The Western Mail) and their
replacement in some cases by specialist
magazines which do not publish short stories
suggests that these newspapers no longer
feel they have any responsibility for the encouragement of creative writing. It could be
argued that they did not, even when their
weekly publications featured short stories,
publish work of high literary quality, but
rather magaziney, plot-centred yarns lacking
either subtlety or depth. Nevertheless, their
very existence provided a market for young
writers, some of whom graduated from the
magazine to the literary short story.
Where can the young writer in Australia
today send his first stories hopeful of the
encouragement of seeing one of them in
print?
I can only think of The Bulletin, and the
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literary quarterlies — Southerly,
Meanjin,
Quadrant, Overland, Westerly, Au.stralian
Letters. There is also the more ephemeral
medium of the now fortnightly (formerly
weekly) broadcasting of a radio story by the
A.B.C. There is, too, the anthology. Coast
to Coast, originally published each year, now
every two years, but anything which appears
so infrequently is hardly an attractive medium for the young writer. Other than those
mentioned, the few remaining Australian
publications which do cater for fiction feature
either sex and violence for men or sentimental romances for women readers.
What does one look for in a short story?
A situation and the working out of a situation, the development of character in the
process of that working out, and the relation
of the problem to a recognisable environment
are the normal ingredients, although the significance of each to the whole may vary considerably. The writing of a short story calls
for a different technique, a different degree
of perception from the writing of a novel.
Some of the world's (and Australia's) best
short story writers have not written novels,
or, when they have done so, have been less
successful in the longer form. Others have
been equally successful in both. It seems to
be a matter of the nature of the perception
at the time of writing. The novelist may see
life and see it whole; the short story writer
sees life and sees it in small sections or fragments.
Without doubt, the most significant single
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publication shaping the development of Australian short stories was and is The Bulletin.
Estabhshed in 1880 by J. F. Archibald, its
desire to interpret life in Australia through
this medium was enriched when the brilliant
A. G. Stephens joined its staff in 1894 and
brought to bear upon its writers his broad,
comparative standards and sound literary
judgments. When he left it in 1906 to continue his work in other avenues The Bulletin
had established a literary tradition which was
shaped by short story writers like Lawson,
Dyson, Becke, Dorrington and others. The
early Bulletin short story was characterised
by an unpedantic style, an economy of words
and a sure assessment of Australian Hfe and
character. For many years there was almost
a "typical" Bulletin story. Today this is not
so. Modern Bulletin stories have broadened
their canvas and have extended far beyond
the earlier limitations of style and theme.
They merge as a matter of course into the
style and theme of stories published elsewhere (and, as we have seen, there isn't
much "elsewhere") so that it is impossible
today to say that there is a typical Bulletin
story. This is as it should be. It reveals a
broadening and enriching process at work in
the development of the Australian short story.
But what if The Bulletin ceased to exist?
What if a falling circulation (and figures I
have seen show that its circulation is not
increasing) caused it to close its doors or be
swallowed by some other newspaper organisation which showed as much disregard for
creative writing as most of the others do?
The prospect is not a pleasant one.
The point I am trying to make is that the
Australian short story has made a valuable
contribution to our literature and that it
would be calamitous if this contribution
ceased to be made. The early short story
writers were largely concerned with interpreting the problems of people coming to
grips with a new environment and the development of an Australian character in the
18

process. The later short story writers have
been concerned more with the revelation of
character in an established community. The
environment is accepted and there is now a
greater preoccupation with the problem of
human behaviour per se. True, there were
earlier examples of that sort of writing in the
stories of Dowell O'Reilly, but his output was
not large enough to be a recognisable influence. The most significant writer in this
respect is Vance Palmer, whose short stories
in four volumes from The World of Men
(1915) to Let the Birds Fly (1955) have
shown an increasing depth of psychological
penetration and the development of a superbly exact precision of style. Katherine
Susannah Prichard's first volume of short
stories. Kiss on the Lips (1922) set a standard of artistry reached by few other Australian writers and, with some exceptions,
not maintained by that writer herself in her
two subsequent volumes. Gavin Casey's best
short stories in two published volumes compare with the best of Lawson without being
in any way imitative. Their idiomatic style
is nearer to that of Lawson than most contemporary writing, but their situations are
more dramatic than those we find on Lawson's
stories. Casey is not concerned with psychological analysis but his psychology is sound
and his understanding of people unerring.
Variety is the keynote of the Australian
short story today—whether it be in the tall
story of Dal Stivens, the simple human problems (particularly of children) of which Alan
Marshall writes so well and with such understanding, the verbal gymnastics of Hal Porter,
the poetic quality of Judith Wright (better
known, of course, as a poet), the warm
earthiness of Lyndall Hadow, the rich imagery of Douglas Stewart, the proletarian
touch of John Morrison, the domestic comedies of Margaret Trist and James Hackston,
the psychological overtones of Peter Cowan,
or the gentle, bucolic humour of E. O.
Schlunke—to name but a few.
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The continuing flow of short stories in
Australia and their diversity are, indeed,
heartening. But there remains the problem
raised at the beginning of this brief review.
What will be the ultimate fate of the short
story as a literary form in a country where
the avenues for original publication are so
few? Will the \\'ealthy newspaper companies
in each State-—now actively canvassing the
doubtful virtues of TV programmes, mainly
'high rating' features imported from the
U.S.A.—undergo a change of heart towards

At Bay
Malcolm Levene
StiU.
The hawk holds the sky
Still as the kite
Holds the child's eye.
Fans turn
Almost without sound,
Ironing the air,
Which, like the sea, lies
A deep still rug
Before the day's end embering sun.
Grace reclines.
I can see her,
Moving like little waves:
White;
Serene.
Safely lapped is babySmall sphinx,
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the Australian short story? Will new avenues
for short stories emerge to supplement the
rather inadequate openings at present provided by The Bulletin and the literary quarterlies? Or is the Australian short story destined to flourish, like so many rich and vivid
Australian wildflowers, in a harsh and apparently inhospitable environment?

J O H N K. E W E R S is a well-known Western Australian writer,
lecturer and broadcaster.

Placid and remote.
A tiny Ikon
Calm in bishopping arms
Which minister like ripples
On the staid sea.
White as cuttlefish.
Gentle as plaice.
(The liner stirs—
An indolent empress.
Her stately bottom trembles
Her bosom lifts.
And she turns seawards,
Moving in all array.)
I would tempt her.
But I fear her unknown inclination.
(O that stony little boy,
Entrenched in grace,
Gowned in beauty.)
Perhaps it is all for him!
Greedy little idol!
Would I could usurp thee.

MALCOLM

L E V E N E is a Psychology graduate
University of Western Australia.
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The Man from the Rent Place
Brian Horan

HE small hole that let the sun through lit
up five fingers of jam on the wall over
the dressing-table; of course, there were
jammy handmarks on the mirror, too, but
that was easy to clean and besides it was
their own.
The wall was different, though. The man
from the rent-place had complained the last
time he was inside — really they expected
c\'erything, as if floors weren't hard enough
to scrub \\ ithout cleaning walls as well, and
ceilings, for all she knew; it was such an awkward house, >'()u just didn't know where to
start, and Harry was no help at all. Apart
from doing the outside, and the heavy washing before he went to work, he'd never lift
a hand to help her.
And it wasn't as if he didn't make work
for lier. He still had his shellshock from the
war, and even after seventeen years he'd still
get it bad, particularly at weekends when
he had a few drinks. Then he'd throw things
around and smash them, and he was always
spilling wine.
She went out to the kitchen and got a
damp rag; the man had said it was washable
paint they had put on, and you could just
wipe it down. In the kitchen she saw the
glasses Harry had dropped on Saturday.
Really the whole house needed doing out,
but you just didn't know where to start. What

T
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business of his was it, anyway? They paid
their rent, and they were keeping up payments on the arrears. Next time she'd tell
him that so long as they left the place clean
when the)' went it was nothing to do with
him what it looked like now.
She rubbed at the jamspot and thought the
words over. Perhaps it would be better to
say she didn't think it was any concern of his
or perhaps it was best to say nothing at all;
you never know what these people are likely
to do.
He was right, you know. The dirt rubbed
right off without hurting the paint at all—
but when she stepped back she saw that it
had left a little light green spot on a greenygreyey wall. "What do you know about that!"
She was that surprised—"The whole wall
must be dirty, and the kids aren't home that
much, either."
She rubbed round the light green edges,
watching the clean spot spread. It would be
nice to have all the kids home, but then,
everything seemed to cost so much — of
course, she'd get the endowment then instead
of the sisters getting it, but it didn't go so
far when you had to buy toys and clothes.
She supposed she'd have to spend more on
groceries, too.
Look at it with just the one little boy
home; she got him lovely toys, she must have
spent five pounds on them in the last month,
and what happened? Most of them were
gone the same day, "You're the world's wonder at losing things" was what she always
told him, but it didn't make a scrap of difference to him—he still lost them.
There, that looked better! But when she
stepped back the light spot was still there,
about two feet across by now. She tried to
picture it spreading to cover the whole wall
—it seemed an awful lot of work, and she
sat on the bed, pushing her apron down between her knees with her elbows, and thought
about it.
Perhaps this would be the time to do the
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whole house; she could start with this room
and work through it. That would mean she'd
do the windows and floors and everything,
and it would be really much nicer than just
cleaning the same wall all the time. The
curtains would have to be washed, too; she
climbed on a chair and unhooked them.
She couldn't find the window-cleaner in
the cupboard, so she took all the tins and
bottles out and arranged them along the wall;
after all, she'd have to clean the cupboard,
and it's always just as well to make a clean
sweep. She emptied the other cupboard and
unloaded all the shelves.
The floor was about covered.
Going back through the lounge room she
picked up some toys and put them just inside
the door of the boy's room. He was still
asleep—if this went on he'd be having breakfast at dinner-time. He rolled over when he
heard her, and she tiptoed away, holding a
finger on her lips.
Everything from the shelves and drawers
of the dressing-table went on the bedspread,
and she rubbed cleaner on the mirror and
on the windows; as an afterthought she rubbed some on the glass shelves.
She stood looking out at the clouded
world as the drying cleaner went white. Just
think that you could see the same people
going past and this time you wouldn't know
them—like that man just coming around the
corner . . . All the same, you could still see
some familiar things about them, like his
walk. . . . His walk! She scratched a small
hole and looked through it.
Yes, that was him—Mr. Whatever-it-was,
the man from the rent-place—he must be
coming here.
She looked round the room—"Well, he
can see I'm busy cleaning," she said aloud,
and tried to think what the rest of the house
looked like. "He won't, though," she said,
"he'll think I keep things like this all the
time."
She wasn't going to stay and meet him
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^\'hi]e there WAS still a back way out; she ran
into the boy's room and snatched him out of
bed, and he wailed as he woke up—"I want
in\ breadfass."
"No, no breakfast now, lo^ e," she told
him. "We're going visiting—going tatas."
"I want to get dress, then."
"No, love, not now. You're going tatas in
)'()ur jamas."
She carried him through the back door
and tried to fit the key in the lock. The brute
of a thing wouldn't fit, but she managed to
Nvrench it round just as she heard the front
gate click.
"Keep quiet, love." In a moment they
were through the loose pickets and in the
back lane; she just had to slip up here and
across the road and she could stop talking to
Mrs. Stevens till he was gone.
But at the corner of the lane a truck \\'as
tipping sand. She tried to edge round the
front of it, but the huge bumper was almost
touching the fence.
"Look, mummy, a tuck," said the boy.
"She'll be right, missus, I'll be out of your
way in a minute," said the driver.

She said nothing, but it felt as if huge,
shaking tears were running down inside her.
They couldn't go back and get out the other
way, and this way they couldn't even get out
of sight around the corner; the man from the
rent-place need only look over the fence and
he would see them.
And then she remembered the side door.
She hadn't used it toda)', but she was almost
sure it was unlocked from yesterday—maybe
he was in there looking around now.
She remembered Harry had dropped a
bottle of beer in the hall and she had swept
the broken pieces and the beery bag and all
into the corner, and it was still there; he
might be looking at that.
"Look, mummy, it's tipping, it's tipping
back again," said the boy.
"Sorry to keep you waiting, I'll be gone in
a jiS," said the driver.
"Ah, there you are, Mrs. Nelson," said the
man from the rent-place.

BRIAN HORAN is an undergraduate in the Faculty of Arts
at the University of Western Australia.

Poets
J. M. S. O'Brien
Poets are fools who twist taut words around
An "I" that lies alone and walks in company.
\\'ords, like winding sheets are bound.
Mummy-like, to hold a memory
And disinfect our human stench.
It's a scabs trade, this trade of words.
When every other fool has got his wench
We black-leg it among the flowers and birds
And get our arses kicked for all our troubles.

J. .\r. S. O'BRIEN is an undergraduate of tlic University of
W.A.
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SECOND AWARD (Sect. II.)

One Night in Bed
Frank Moorhouse

A

LWAYS on my back . . . why can't they
leave a feller alone . . . I've stayed up
later than this . . . they're always bossing me
around . . . I'm not tired . . .I'm old enough
to stay up till ten o'clock. . . .
"Don't forget to clean your teeth and say
your prayers, Eric."
"No."
"No, what?"
"No, Mum,"
"Say good-night to your father."
"Good-night, Dad."
Do this . . do that . . always on a feller's
back . . . Jacko doesn't go to bed before ten
. . . no toothpaste left . . .I'll have to clean
my teeth with water . . . it tastes terrible with
only water and no toothpaste . . . terrible
bad . . . nothing worthwhile to spit out . . .
only slimy old water . . . that paper in the
bottom of the lavatory is a ship . . . I'll give
the people on board ten before I blow it up
by pulling the chain . . . one, two, three . . .
"Eric, aren't you in bed yet? Hurry up
and stop playing."
"Mum, can I have a glass of milk?"
"Yes, but don't drink it too fast because
it's cold."
Cold milk is good . . . there's some chocolate in the frig. . . . I'll have some of that,
too. . . .
"Mum, can I have some chocolate?"
"Yes, but only take one piece."
I'll take three pieces . . . she won't know
WESTERLY
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. . . I'll take one piece into bed with me . . .
milk tastes sour after chocolate . . . I'll pour
it down the sink. . . .
"Eric, don't run down the hall like that."
The bed is a rocket . . . it's cold . . . pull
down the hatch, sergeant . . . blast off . . .
it's getting colder . . . it's getting hotter now,
we must be nearing the sun . . . no air . . .
something's wrong with the equipment . . .
can't get out . . . can't open the hatch . . .
we're trapped . . . I've got the hatch open at
last . . . we're safe . . . I wonder if people
will ever really and truly go up to the moon?
. . . I wonder if you shut your eyes tight
enough and held your breath would you die?
. . . I can see stars spinning around when I
do it . . . I bet I could die if I wanted to . . .
it was good last Saturday when Jacko and I
ran through the bush without our clothes on
. . . I was frightened that someone would
catch us, but Jacko wasn't . . . l^.e's got guts
. . . it was beaut lying in the sun in the
nude . . . dogs don't wear clothes so why
should we? . . . mum said that the police
would put me in gaol if I didn't wear clothes
. . . she said they would put me in gaol if
my fly \^'as open, too . . . tho police put a
lot of blacks in gaol . . . I don't like the way
they drag the blacks along the footpath when
they are drunk . . . a lot of blacks live next
door . . . tlie\ sing and fight and swear at
each other . . . it would be good to go in
there one night but mum wouldn't let me
. . . I wonder \\'hy they keep getting drunk
even though they get put in gaol? . . . dad
said that they drink metho . . . they must be
tough . . . dad had blacks digging the foundations of our new factory . . . they only
worked till they were paid and then they
left . . . dad says they're nogoods . . . they
look poor but they ride in taxi cabs . . . mum
says she doesn't know how they can afford
it . . . I saw a couple of sailors with a. black
girl behind our shop and they were drinking
out of a bottle . . . the black girl couldn't
stand up . . . she kept giggling . . . I should
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have told dad, but I didn't . . . mum says
black girls are dirty except the one we had
working for us . . . mum said that she showed
her how to keep clean and mum gave her
old clothes to wear . . . I wonder why blacks
don't wash? . . . they must like being dirty
. . . I like being dirty . . .
"Eric, are you asleep yet?"
"No, mum; nearly."
"You say your prayers and go to sleep."
Why should I say prayers? . . . nothing
I ever ask for happens . . . I bet that blacks
don't say prayers . . . Jacko doesn't say
prayers . . . who said that there is a God?
. . . Miss Jones at Sunday School says she
knows, but I bet she doesn't . . . she said
that she hasn't seen Him . . . how does she
know where He is if she hasn't seen Him?
. . . she said that He is always watching
us . . . I've never seen Him . . . there are
(mly stars up there in the sky . . . Miss Jones
is mad . . . she reckons we go to heaven
when we die, but how would she know because she has never been dead . . . I think
it is all bull . . . did you hear that, God? . . .
I think it is all bull . . . I bet Miss Jones
wouldn't be game to say that . . . I'll stick
my thumb up at God, too . . . there . . .
nothing happened . . . Miss Jones has a deep
voice and hairs on her face . . . she should
shave like 'dad . . . I bet she does . . . dad
never goes to church but dad won't go to
hell . . . God wouldn't hate dad . . . wonder
why mum goes to church and not dad . . .
mum sings too loud in church . . . it makes
me feel terrible . . . she nearly sings as loud
as Mrs. Moany . . . I wonder why Mrs.
Moany shakes all the time . . . one day I'll
grab her and make her stop shaking . . . she
spilled the tea at the party and said tch tch
. . . I couldn't stop laughing . . . I hate
church . . . I don't sing, I only pretend . . .
Jacko doesn't have to go to church . . . his
mum doesn't make him . . . he goes up to
the bush instead . . . he makes beaut catapults . . . I wish I could go into the bush
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with him on Sundays . . . it's not bad at
Sunday School if Alice is there . . . she let
me kiss her last Sunday . . . I love her . . .
she answers all Miss Jones' questions, but I
don't . . . I knew St. Paul's other name but I
said I didn't . . . it was funny how Allen
kept saying "Jesus bloody Christ" in a whisper behind me . . . he only did it to make
me laugh . . . Miss Jones says God will
punish us if we don't say our prayers . . . I
bet there isn't a God . . . I won't say my
prayers . . . I'll just go to sleep . . . it's too
cold to get up and say them, anyhow ; . .
I bet nothing happens . . . I'll tell Jacko at
school and he'll know if anything happens
when you don't say your prayers . . . I
wonder . . .
*
»
#
"Wake up, Eric, it's time for breakfast."
"Mmmm, yes mum."
"Your breakfast is nearly ready. Get up
right away."

It's a beaut day . . . I'll go for a swim
after school . . . I wonder if Jacko will be at
school . . . he might wag it . . . gee, I didn't
say my prayers last night . . . nothing has
happened . . . I knew nothing would happen
. . . I'm not dead . . . I will tell Jacko about
it . . . but he might laugh at me . . . he
mightn't have ever said his prayers . . . the
floor is cold . . .
"Hurry up, Eric."
"Yes, mum."
The hot water is beaut . . . I love the
shower . . . I always knew that nothing
would happen if you didn't say your prayers
. . . but God might make me fall over or cut
m}'self at school . . . I'll ask Jacko about it
. . . I reckon nothing happens when you don't
say your prayers . . .

FRANK MOORHOUSE is a New South Welshman
external student of Queensland University.
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An Intellectual
Whore
J. M. S. O'Brien
She quivers on descending chords of sense,
Tuning the luted tremblings of her flesh.
And counter-points her pulsing resonance
With dank primaeval, by eternally fresh
Pan-pipings to the ancient themes
In chorus with her body's fire.
I sing most gently where her dreams
Lie strangled by all hell's desire.
WESTERLY
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THIRD AWARD

Inters
Lyndall Hadow

"ARGARET came to the door. "Lawrence?"
He straightened up over the rosebed,
faced her. "Yes, Margaret?"
'Lawrence," she said. That was all. "Yes?"
he asked again. She made another attempt
"Peter just rang. He wants to know if we
can take Petch with us."
"Lawrence." Not "Lawrie," just "Lawrence." No inflection in her voice. Nothing
in her eyes. She stood outside the door, having closed the wire screen with slow care,
and the sunlight lay around her and the
breeze moved her hair.
She's rattled, he thought. She doesn't
know how to face up to this situation. Why
should she? ^^'hatever happened in her life
that would help her to handle this affair . . .
now?
"Well, there's room for Petch. Of course.
Peter not going?" He dug the gardening fork
in the rosebed, took his pipe from his shirt
pocket. "Suppose I'll have to drop this and
get ready." That should give her time to get
her answer together.
"He has to meet a man in town," she said
at last, "and he might miss the first events,
but he'll be there for fan's Mile."
He would have to meet a man in town
and he would remember to speak of fan's
Mile. "Do we pick Petch up or will she come
over?"

M'
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Margaret turned, hesitated. "Petch? Oh
yes, Peter said he'd drop her here on his way
to town." "Good! What time's lunch?" He
opened the wire door and she went through.
He closed it carefully, waiting outside to
enjoy the tobacco in his garden. "Have I
time to shower first?" but she had gone without hearing.
There was nothing in her life, nothing in
her past that could help her now. In middle
age she must learn the hard way. Lawrence
grunted. Margaret learning the hard way was
not what he had expected, he who had always made the lessons easy. He knocked
his pipe out impatiently; even that had no
power now to lighten his mood; but when
Ria came round the corner of the house, too
quiet for nine-years-old, wheeling her bicycle,
he had his usual smile for her. "There you
are, little one!"
"Hullo, Daddy. This old thing's got a
puncture." "Perhaps it's due for a new tube?
We'd better look at it tomorrow." He smoothed her pig-tailed hair. "Here, I'll sling it up
for today. No time now if we want our good
possies at Inters."
She smiled her tight little smile and put
her hand in his. "Fetch's father doesn't mend
her bike. Sh has to take it to the shop."
"Perhaps he's busier than we are." "I don't
think so." A very matter-of-fact little girl
and her father didn't make the mistake of
smiling now. "It's just he thinks he's too imWESTERLY

portant because he's a lawyer." They went
through into the kitchen where Margaret
waited and, in her father's shadow, Ria had
confidence enough to add, "I don't like
Fetch's father, anyway."
"Wash hands, little one." She went off
quickly, without a glance at her mother.
Margaret turned accusingly. "What does she
mean? Why does she say that? You've been
talking to her . . . saying things!" She picked
up a tray and went to the dining room where
the meal was laid. At least she was showing
some interest, a flash only, but better than
her bemused attitude of the past few weeks.
Like a stunned possum, he thought, but without his usual smile. "No,' he said, "I've had
no need to discuss Fetch's father with Ria.
I've no doubt she has her own reasons for not
liking him." He looked into her face, but she
was not seeing him. He waited. At last,
"Lunch is ready," she said.
You can't help her. As she sits, pretending
to eat, her thoughts are not with you. In this
pleasant room, mid-October sunshine touching her water-colours on the wall, some she
had done in Paris, roses in their silver vases,
roses planted when you'd first brought her
here a bride in her early twenties, you almost
twice her age, her thoughts are not with you
now, they are somewhere on the way between Fetch's place and here, somewhere between that home on the river where Petch
lives with her father and the old housekeeper.
Fetch's mother away, always away, you've
never any of you seen her. Just a name,
Fetch's mother, Julie, nursing somewhere in
the country, leaving Petch to adore her father,
leaving Ria to dislike him, leaving you to
think of him by day and night as you watch
your wife's interest quicken at his name,
watch your own image in her eyes dissolve
into the image of the younger man, the
blonde man, younger, with the square laugh,
the gay young Sunday-morning-on-the-beach
man, Peter, Fetch's father. You can't help her
now.
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The car stops at the gate and Margaret
comes alive long enough for you to know a
pang of sorrow for her that in one moment
more she will hear him go off down the quiet
street, leaving Petch to come up the drive,
leaving Petch to tell her, "Daddy's gone to
meet a man, no, some men he said. He'll be
there to see lan's Mile."
It had occurred to you more than once in
the early years of your marriage that Margaret was not in love with you. What had
that woman said to you, that stepmother of
hers? "Margaret has no need to marry you
if she doesn't want to. She's got a home here
. . . her father's home is still open to her . . .
she doesn't have to marry you, and you so
much older!" But Margaret, her eyes then
still stunned with the news the cable had
brought to her in Paris, her face still open
for the world to see her shock at finding a
stepmother in her father's home, her father
in his grave, Margaret unable to hide that
Daddy, her Daddy, the hero from Gallipoli,
the Daddy who had looked after her without
a mother through all her childhood years . . .
that Daddy had sent her halfway across the
world to be out of the way while he married
this woman, Margaret more alone than anyone in the world, had said, "It is not my
father's home any longer. I could never live
there again." You had married her and
brought her here; and known it was not you
she loved while still her father acted out his
heroic Gallipolian piece, directed the destinies
of ten thousand schoolboys over the years at
Perth Grammar, lived again in the heart and
thoughts of his daughter.
Your marriage brought Ian and with the
child to mould to the pattern, the pattern
itself assumed seemingly less import in her
life. The next war came then and when you
returned from duties that called for nothing
of the hero, you found a need yourself, a
need of warmth and affection, a need greater
than you had known before; and you were
deceived. The years of war, years of separa27

tion had left you \ ulnerable, you took what
she ga^•e, thinking it was more, and soon
there was Gloria called Ria. The years, deceitful >'ears, passed by, reality tugged at
your elbow, you were Lawrie, )'ou were her
husband, she had a regard for you, she had
little to give, too much had been spent on
the memor}' of a father, what she gave was a
pale shadow of what you should ha\'e had, a
wifeh' pleasantness, a return for what you
were. Others knew it, too. "Father's image!"
^^\'ll, you didn't have to major in psych, to
know that . . . now.
T H E dav was warm, the Oval infectious
-*- with the enthusiasms of schools of children ^^ho knew that to contend was the aim,
to win desirable.
Lawrence shepherded his womenfolk,
Margaret, Ria and Petch, to his usual segment of seats near the rail with a good view
of most of the finishes "and what's more, I
think we get a much better sight of the long
jumps, this way." This was Fetch's first year
with them. "Do we have to sit here? It's so
hot in the sun. Last year Daddy took me up
in the grandstand."
Ria said, "Well, I'm sorry, Fetula, but we
always sit here." Over their heads Lawrence
tried to catch the smile that should have been
in Margaret's c\es at the alchemy of childhood that turned last year and this to "always," but Margaret was not with them. She
was somewhere between here and home with
Peter and the men he was to meet, he hadn't
said where, the Club maybe, but Margaret
was following him in the car, the sleek
roadster, he'd lia\'e the top down today and
he'd lean back negligently, the sun rippling
over him as he moved.
"Oh, hurr}', hu.rry!" You know that's what
Margaret is thinking. "Hurry, Peter, let me
know you want to be near me, let me be sure
you still Icne me, let me have rest from this
anxiet)'; you've been so different lately, almost as though . . .no, it couldn't be, after
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all \Ne'\'e been to each other, those hours
snatched together, Ria at school, Ian at
school, Lawrence at the office, those heavenly hours when you told me . . . oh, Peter, the
things \()u told me! . . . no, it would never
be that \()u're not loving me still . . . oh,
Peter, hurry, be here, let me see in your eyes
it means nothing that we haven't been together for a week, and the week before that
W'hen you rang only once . . . Peter, hurry,
lea\'e those men at the Club, be here in the
sunshine . . . with me!"
No, Margaret can never face up to it.
How can she? What in her life would have
taught her to tackle a situation such as this?
Almost it was with gaiety she'd gone into it;
and gaiet)' had not been part of Margaret
since the day she'd received that cable in
Paris. "Your father died suddenly. Buried
today. Come home when ready," signed by
a stepmother she had never met.
And after this sudden flash of gaiety, a
gaiety that you yourself had never been able
to bring into lier life, then the quiet, the controlled watchful quiet, the scheming to safeguard these precious hours stolen with this
man, this father of Petch, this husband of the
absent Julie; until you'd spoken at last.
"We could move away from here." Move
from the home you'd made for her as a bride;
the home with its rose garden you'd planted
together, the home where Ian was born, the
home you left to go to the war, came back
to, the home where Ria was born. "We could
leave here," >'ou'd said, "build on the block
at Attadale," that block with the river view,
you'd kept all these years to be fan's some
da\'. But you'd build a new home on it for
all of you, now, if Margaret would have it so.
She had been startled. 'Move away? From
here? Oh, never!" You knew why and you'd
not spoken of it again. The planning of a
new house, the watching it grow, the choosing of the furniture, the moving in, the planting of the garden, the settling of Ria at a
new school, your friends, her friends, lan's
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friends gathering around you in a new home
. . . what could such a new life offer her if it
meant losing one snatched hour with Peter?
Oh, Margaret, Margaret! you are bemused
with wondering now as you sit here on this
wooden bench in the sunshine at the Oval,
with the children clinging to the rails in front
of you, cheering their flying gods on the
track, with me beside you who can think of
none but you; oh, Margaret, dear foolish
Margaret, your eyes are racked with tragedy,
the tragedy of the woman who has lost and
dimly begins to know it.
At interval, Margaret unpacked the picnic
basket. "No thanks, I'd rather have a coke,"
Petch said.
"I'l go with you. The coke's near the entrance." Ria looked at their guest, quick pity
showing, then at her own mother. "Petch
hasn't been well today. She wasn't well yesterday either. She thinks she'll be having an
asthma attack soon."
Lawrence said, "Perhaps Petch had better
go and rest in the car, Margaret?" but it was
Ria who answered him. "Then she'd miss
lan's Mile, Daddy." So at that, Margaret still
watching the thinning crowd between them
and the turnstiles for sign of Peter, the girls
sidled out between the dusty seats, Ria turning to wave to her father as they made the
open ground, then pushing ahead quickly;
she mustn't miss fan's Mile, the next but one
event, Petch trailing languidly behind her.
"Tea, Lawrence? Cake?" He shook his
head. "The youngsters '11 clear it up." He
covered the basket while she sat, apart, secretly. Spring sunshine, dust, grass underfoot,
people around her, the wave of sound subdued now from the grandstand, officials at
their arena microphones, track-suited couples
pacing and jumping in a sporting ballet,
scoreboard figures moving; Scotch, Christians,
Wesley, Aquinas, Guildford, Hale, juggling
with points, Ian somewhere on the ground
with his coach waiting for his Mile. Nothing
of it reached her, sitting in her secret world.
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He put his hand on hers. "Tom Casson
was asking about the Attadale block. He's
got an idea for a two-level place."
She moved her hand away impatiently.
"I don't want to go away from Claremont."
There was the silence then, the silence that
so often parted them now; and around them
the crowd. He turned to his programme.
It was then that Ria pushed her way towards them, islanded in their silence.
"Daddy! Petch . . . " She was white but
she hadn't been running. A nine-years-old
couldn't run in such a crowd. 'Daddy . . . "
Margaret turned. "Fetch? Where is she?"
She was on her feet now, scanning the slope
of grass behind them. "Why didn't you wait
for her? Don't stand there. Where is she?"
Faces turned towards them with curiosity.
The woman at the end of the bench said,
"Don't stare, children," while she herself
looked at Margaret, wondering at her vehemence. Lawrence took Ria's cold little hand in
his. "Tell Daddy quickly, Ria. -Where's
Petch?"
"She just fell down." At the look on her
mother's face, Ria drew back into the shelter
of her father's arms. "Show us where she is,
dear. Don't be frightened. We'll look after
Fetch . . . and you, too, little one. You'd
better come with us, Margaret."

I

TS polio. The doctor who came past on
his way to watch the Mile knew that . . .
so did the ambulance men. It was later in
the afternoon that you were able to get in
touch with Peter. You'd put Ria to bed and
at last you'd got him on the 'phone where
you'd guessed he'd be, the flat at Cottesloe
with the red-head from Fetch's ballet school,
and told him. It was almost midnight when
he called in here. You hated having him tell
you how thankful he is for what you'd done
for Fetula today. You hated having him in
your home, you hated giving him a whisky
soda, you hated the sympathy you offered,
the hope that Petch would not be long in the
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iron lung at I.D. Annexe. You hated him for
the look in your wife's eyes as she said impulsiveh', "Oh, Peter, you must let me help,"
and you hated him for the nakedness of her
face when he replied, "Thank you, there's
nothing you can do . . . I've phoned my
wife and I'll run up and bring her home tomorrow." You hated him, a father, anxious,
tired with the day's alarms, as he went out
of Margaret's life. He remembered, as you
went with him to his car, to ask about fan's
Mile, and you told him you'd missed it.
Margaret is sitting where you left her,
following him down the quiet street—where?
To the bush, to the Julie you've never seen,
to Fetch's mother, to Peter's wife.

The Refugee
Malcolm Levene
Her father now is gone, the wind has blown.
While the blossom clutched its heart
of darkness
The fire wound quickly from its hearth
of bone,
And beat as silent upwards as the owl.
Now her father has done. He was as cute
In virture as the Christmas pig is pink
And primped with fruited mouth and
sweetened gut,
\A'ith brain as tiny, and with heart as mute.
Now her father is gone. There is
strange peace
In the children's garden; for in his time
Uncertain charades would flutter and cease
In leaflike terror of those moral gusts.
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You smooth Margaret's hair as she sits.
"I'll get Casson round tomorrow, to start
on the Attadale plans." Farewell the loved
home, the roses she had tended with you,
the memories of a life together. She doesn't
hear you, she is sobbing now.
"Oh, Daddy, Daddy. Why did you send
me away? How could you, to marry that
woman . . . you sent me away . . . all that
way to Paris . . . oh. Daddy, how cruel . . . "
Her grief follows you as you go to calm
Ria, tossing in her sleep.

LYNDALL HADOW is a well-known Western Australian
writer with much published work to her credit.

But he has done. Only after darkness
\\'hen the low morning light glistens
like bone
Do ghosts return, and sleeping children moan
As harsh commandments thunder
down again.

He has done now, but in his girl the pain
He sowed is cuckoo-bloated on her grace,
And sits, an evil face behind her face,
Poisoning her wine, and rotting her grain.

Her father done, she fled to me. He had
Tilled her humble brow with a pious plough
And laid ditches in her cheek: These
were now
The emblems of her service, toll and tithe.

The
The
She
Her

sins that love extolls in her did shrive
virtues of her father's hidden guest.
took my hand and laid it on her breast;
father now is dust, and man is flesh.
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Book Reviews:

Boy from the Bush and Soviet Man
A Review by Robert Orr

M

ANY people go to the Soviet Union as to a
psychiatrist's couch. They take to it their own
haunting obsessions, their dark metaphysical preoccupations; they come away either purged of their
uncertainties, and enthusiastic about the healing
agent, or more confused and doubt-ridden than before.
Professor Manning Clark seems to have done the
latter. This book is the fruit of his three weeks'
stay in Russia as guest of the Soviet Writers' Union,
in late 1958. It is no ordinary travelogue, despite its
author's modest disclaimer to have written anything
more profound than "the comments of a boy from
the bush on Soviet Man." For in the phrase "Soviet
Man" lies the key to what is to follow. Professor
Clark has assumed from the start that Soviet Man
("Man" always gets a capital "M") must be a different animal from Russian man, and that this is
more than a historical distinction. In other words,
he has begun with a disposition to accept the Soviet's
myth about themselves. This initial condition explains—among other things—one of the minor faults
of the book: the cursory attention paid to the Russian
quality of Soviet life, and to the question as to how
much the people whom the author met owe their
buoyant confidence to the success-story of Russian
nationalism.
Professor Clark performs at his best when recording in straight-forward fashion his impressions of
people and places. With a few deft strokes he can
depict a character (especially if the character is a
priest or a worshipper) with convincing verisimilitude. There are fistfuls of atmosphere in his descriptions of Moscow and Leningrad; the sketch of
the Hotel Ukraine, where he stayed in Moscow is
keenly drawn.

MEETING SOVIET MAN
C. M. H. Clark
(Angus and Robertson
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"For in the foyer of the hotel what the eye
noticed first of all was the display of material, the marble floor, the marble pillars,
the chandeliers hung from, a ceiling so far
away that one could not see it without almost toppling over backwards . . . here was
c:ily display, and a rather vulgar display at
that. We were indeed in a hotel with 34
floors and 1,200-odd rooms."
The puritanical, soap-and-water heartiness of the
factory club in Leningrad will ring familiar to those
who have done their stint in British Youth Hostels.
For Professor Clark is not a gaping marveller (as
Malcolm Muggeridge once described the hilarious
procession of English clergymen he saw tiptoeing
reverently through Moscow's anti-God museum). He
makes no concessions in his .stricttires against the
Russians' cultural priggishness, or the architectural
bankruptcy of Stalinist Moscow. What he calls his
"Protestant - cum - Enlightenment
background"
is
shocked by doctored history-writing, and by the
pressures, of which he caught glimpses in his guides,
to intellectual confonuity. (He has written highly
effective reports of conversations which he had about
Pasternak and Dostoevsky.)
But Professor Clark is not content to leave well
alone. All these tasty pieces have to be washed
down with gallons of cosmic swill. He cannot see a
Russian eating his porridge without wondering about
his Weltanschauung; he cannot think of Stalin without asking about the Why of it all. Not why did
Stalin, after being labelled by his colleagues of 1924
as the slow-witted mediocrity, manage to rule the
Party and the country for three decades with ruthless effectiveness? (This would be a discussible
question.) But "why do the Stalins' always come to
the top, and stamp their ugly heels in the face of
man's aspirations?" (Do they?) "Was Stalin ever
sorry?" (How could this be answered, or even discussed? And why is it important?) Why human
suffering, and are whatever gods there be indifferent
to it?
All this is fine for those with an unwearying
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taste for Grand Themes and Ultimate Questions.
For those with a journeyman's interest in what
Russians think about Lenin, about Pasternak, or
about Mr. Mcnzies it makes the book a sorry mess.
On nearly every page bright ghmpses of the obvious
("die blows we all suffer in our voyage across the
terrible ocean of life") compete for our attention
with fantasy and question-begging (". . . the Establishment had no sympathy with those who found
comfort in the 29th or 90th Psalm, with those who
felt strangers in the world, as had all those who
came before them who believed that in the world
man disguised himself in vain . . . " ) .
The origin of Professor Clark's confusion can be
put like this; he believes quite firmly that the
Soviets have achieved a break-through on the moral
front, that relations between man and man (not
merely between employer and employee) have been
transormed since 1917. No longer do people accept
the curse of Adam's race—the rigid separation of
work and play—as perpetual; no longer is such
leisure as is won expended in a squalid scramble for
suburban pleasures. But he cannot believe that all
this has been achieved side by side with an almost
total repudiation of religion.
This is not a new problem; it has confronted all
Christians disposed to take seriously the ethical
claims of Communism. Professor Clark gives no sign
in this book that he has anything new to say on
the subject. He leans back on the old prop-assumption, that Marxism itself must be a religion, that
Communists have impfieity conceded the importance
of the older religions by giving a substitute for
them. Now leaving aside the fact that a Marxist
would have no difficulty in handling such a challenge
(he would simply ask which is a substitute . for
which?), it could fairly be asked what light is thrown
on either Christianity or Communism by indicating
the formal similarity between Christ-worship and
Lenin-olatry when, as Professor Clark has to admit,
the substance of the latter was expressed by his
hosts as "Communism means Soviet power and
electrification of the country"? Australians may
revere Sir Donald Bradman, but how far can you
explore the statement that cricket is their national
religion?
Professor Clark is not satisfied with Communism
as a contender for the place of refigion, and he says
frankly why lie finds it deficient: ". . . in presentda) Russia one is not encouraged to take a tragic
view of life." He found the optimism of Russian
writers suffocating. They were "acquainted with intelectual pride, but not with passion and madness."
Professor Clark, a Christian, believes all men to be
involved in an aboriginal catastrophe, which has cast
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a permanent blight on the human landscape. He is
uneasy and bewildered to find the Russians apparently getting along quite nicely without any sense
of doom or despair, without showing any signs of
"the thirst to believe" (a phrase he uses recurrently).
He betrays in every paragraph the feeling that
Christianity may be true, but that it cannot compete
in the market with the wares of "Soviet Man (who)
likes to read about victory, not about death and
despair." Coming from a Christian, this is a pecufiarly faithless book.
The author has failed to lay the ghost in his
mind. He still suspects that the Soviets are in some
way different, and this hunch has only soured his
own appetite for calamity. Had he kept his eyes
on Russian men and women, and forgotten about
Soviet Nian, we might have had a book of incisive
force. As it stands, the perceptive observations are
smothered by a fog of unanswerable questions, for
which some down-at-heel theopneustic claptrap is
offered as answers. "Whereof we cannot speak,
thereof we must reiuain silent."

DR. R O B E R T ORR is senior lecturer in Politics at the University of W e s t e r n Australia.
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Caravels,

Here and there we find examples
of images which are visual and
aural simultaneously, like the
steamroller

Kangaroos

"doing a lumbering shimmy
down the road."

and Greenstone

POEMS OF DISCOVERY
\V. Hart-Smith
(Angus and Robertson

16/-)

I

NTO my hands has recently
come a vcell-made book of
verse: "Poems of Discovery" by
William Hart-Smith. And when
I say well-made I speak of both
book arul verse. The book is not
the slim volume which so many
poets desire to publish, usually
on flimsy yellowing paper, and
which tends to be so unsuitable
for the stringy Australian poem,
but a sturdy, right-shape, nononsense book, with an inspiring
jacket. The designers have every
right to be proud of their creation.
The book falls open readily at
any page, and every time reveals
the characteristic Hart-Smith use
of imagery. His images are largely visual, occasionally aural, of
widely-varied tone, and alwa>s
memorable, whether the image is
one which likens men seeking
Truth to a crab in a bottle, or one
of the South end of a Northbound Maori:
"Saw a huge rump, py korry
getting in a taxi door."
WESTERLY

This is a masterly representation
of both the tinkle and the rumbling shake of the steamroller, and
there is quiet humour in the suggestion that this is not really a
machine, but a dancing elephant.
There has been some critical
comment already on the aptness
or otherwise of die title of the
book. S. E. Lee (Southerly No. 3,
1959) feels that the sections entitled "Christoplier Columbus" and
"Poems 1947 to 19.57" come within the definition "Poems of Discovery," but would exclude the
Australian
and
New
Zealand
poems because they are too
regional. I think that this is seeing the word "discovery" too narrowly, and reveals an inadequate
awareness of what Mr. Hart-Smith
has written in his dust-jacket
notes. In the Southerly article,
the phrase "They attempt to record moments of understanding"
is italicised for emphasis, but is
ignored by Mr. Lee two pages
later, when he slates Mr. HartSmith's definition of discovery as
"unduly elastic."
As a poet, Mr. Hart-Smith is
\\'ell aware of the value of making
words work hard. Discovery is
not merely the finding of new
land, or the revelation of the "adventurous, questing spirit of man,"
as Mr. Lee would have it, but is
the process of uncovering, or
bringing to light and making
known anything whatsoever. And
this is what Mr. Hart-Smith does
when he records for posterity his
"moments of understanding."
, Undoubtedly he is at his best
when he deals with the historical.
Not only with Columbus, where

his great love obviously lies, but
with all the other subjects which
have their roots in the past, his
touch is strong and sure, whether
he is writing of Balboa gazing at
" . . . a level
horizontal grey-blue, blue
bhnding sheet and dazzle
to his eyes,"
or his brother William who
ploughed up the Maori greenstone. Again, a poem which lingers in tlie memory for its sympathetic handling of men is
"L\ re-bird," a sensitive examination of the early history of Australia, which reveals just how
fervently ignorant men believed
that China or Paradise lay just
over the mountains, and where
the genteel amusement of an educated man at the convicts' notion
of a compass drawn on paper
gives way to the hysterical lavighter of a sorely-tried reader, and in
the process becomes the cry of a
laughing jackass.
However, it is for the Columbus
sequence that most people will
buy the book. It is difficult, indeed wrong, to speak of separate
poems when a work is so obviously a unity. It can only be said
that here we have a long procession of hard, clear images
which give us the entire story of
Columbus as well as any twovolume history of the Admiral of
the Ocean Sea can do. In 43
poems Mr. Hart-Smith has given
us the man, his achievement, his
dreams and his disillusionment.
This is an accomplishment of
which any man could be proud,
and the sustained drive and tone
of the poems make them a notable contribution to the poetry of
19.59.

HAL
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The Younger
and the Older

MUSIC OF DIVISION
C. Wallace-Crabbe
(Angus and Robertson

THE EARTHBOUND
C. Higham
dingus and Robertson

9/6)

10/6)

B

OTH Chris
Wallace-Crabbe
and Charles Higham are neat
competent poets. Nowhere does
one feel the breathless stumbling
of phrase, rhyme or metre that a
lesser educated, more urgent poet
might utter. They are, as the
Bulletin reviewer of Crabbe's book
so succinctly said it, exponents of
"civilised poetry." They are refined writers, and in this lies their
strength and their weakness.
As neat as their verse, the
books ("Music of Division"; ^^^allace-Crabbe and "The Earthbound": Higham) h a \ e been published by Angus and Robertson
with the sometime assistance of
the Commonwealth Literary Fund.
Moderately priced and neatly-set
out and bound, these books fill a
long-felt need as introductions, in
a projected series, to Modern
Australian Poets. However, one
feels that if the publishers were
aiming at value they might have
approached the greater poets such
as A. D. Hope or Judith Wright.
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If, on the other hand, they wanted to be philanthropic, then an
introduction to lesser known and
less published poets might have
been fairer.
Because Higham is not only the
older of the two in years, but
because he is more firmly entrenched in the attitude that
Wallace-Crabbe toys with, I call
Higham "The older," for I fear
that Wallace-Crabbe will rapidly
become "the younger" in this persuasion. This attitude is based on
their literary knowledge, for in
their references and themes they
reveal themselves as University
educated, or else widely read
poets. As a result, their sensitivity is concerned with the absolutes of expression, the adoption
of the classical mode.
Indeed,
\V'allace-Crabbe is continually upset by the thought that he cannot
achieve the perfection of achieved
lines, cannot rival the ideal with
his own creation.
Several of
his poems, such as "Lines to a
Friend in Winter," are filled with
this plaint, so that one is unkindly
tempted to paraphrase Donne's:
"The Triple Fool":—
"I am a foole, I knowe
. . . for saying so
In whining Poetry."
In short, what one agues with
is not their technique, but their
themes, for in Higham's careful
and beautiful reconstructions of
Greek myths, "Actaeon's Death,"
"Lines for a Myth" and "Elegy,"
or in Wallace Crabbe's "Ancient
Historian," there is the smell of
death for one who believes poetry
is a gusty thing, splaw-footed,
dewy-eyed; perhaps in the throats
of singing men, but so full of life
that even the finest language, the
most polished phrase, is only the
extension of a base or noble natural action.
Both poets emerge as men who
play at verse, who live it up and

down, like a kite in the sky making fine patterns, and at the end
of their sunny days there is nothing left save the imaffected
natural elements. Like Joyce's
conception of a creator, they have
"refined (themselves) out of existence," and one weeps, for they
both have talent.
\Vallace-Crabbe is a poet! He
tells us so in twenty of his thirtyfive poems, by direct reference to
the great art of poesy, or by
the great difficulty that he is having with this very line that he is
about to present us. He also
tells us of two literary teas he
had attended, "A Word of Advice"
and
"Reminiscence
of
Woodend," but one is unimpressed with this "Gulliver of verse"
and is unburnt by "the fire that
burns through rhyme," for in this
type of poem he reveals himself
as rather precious in his conflicts
with the dialectic of the uncaring
muse.
It is not that I dislike his work,
for in such poems as "Paolo to
Francesca," "The Bird" and "The
Fate of Desdemona" he harnesses
his literary knowledge to works
of untrammelled imagination and
speculation, so that he extends our
knowledge of such stories in
world literature. In fact, he almost captures his own "golden
bird of poetry" by refusing to be
dissuaded from the quest by the
signposts of long dead poets and
events. Again, he is gifted in
satire, "Suburban Piece," that reminds one of the awkwardness yet
truth of Grahame Green's phrases,
as he laughs generou.sly at a gargoyle and a film star. Finally,
when he speaks honestly and not
to the imagined Athenian circus,
the lines of his and all poets' conflicts spring out from "Monologue
among Colonial Houses":
". . . where joy and sorrow
Involve humility."
and
WESTERLY

"my poetry must come
From places closer settled,"
for

Ten Chapters

"From all tliat pose of darkness.
The heart will only borrow
Bore dust and broken panes
As images."
Yet oiae must criticise a man
who in his poem "Henry Lawson"
can begin \\'ith such interesting
lines,
"These barren ridges where
Crows fly and celebrate . . ."
and end his summation in the
platitudinous phrase:

of a Novel

EVENING UNDER LAMPLIGHT
D. Campbell
(Angus and Robertson 17/6)

"The great heart coupled with
A clear and polished mind."
Higham, however, is beyond
criticism, for one's words do not
impress a man otherwise persuaded. His verse is beautiful
("The Earthbounds"):
"no

more than Christ's cup
shattered this invaded
skull where the rains have
crumbled on hour"
or again ("Actaeons Death"):
". . . those naked boys
Like lovers engined for an
hour of love,"
but it is employed selfishly in a
world removed from the normal.
It is the private collection of a
refined man, who believes that the
fire has gone out of the world,
that we fore\er wait in "The
Hospital," and as such we must
embrace his knowledge before we
can know his work. Though much
of his work is unique, such as
"Barnacle Geese" or "The Wolf,"
one cannot help feeling that he
has entrapped frozen pictures in.
verse, carefully chiselled traceries
of sound and image, which once
perceived cannot be carried in
this heart, perpetuated by the
rote of love. Rather is this brilliance refined and ascetic like a
stoic's thoughts in dying Rome.
PETER
WESTERLY

JEFFERY

T

HIS is a small book, in physical
bulk, in the range of its setting, characters and the emotions
it touches upon. However, because the writer has understood
his limitations the book has a
special artistic merit and integrity.
Although it is presented as a
collection of short stories, the
reader should not indulge in the
freedom of reading them in whate\er order he may choose. The
ten stories making up the book
could almost be called the ten
chapters of a novel, or more accurately, the first nine stories form
an exposition for the last one.

All the stories revolve round
the lives of two children on a
sheep station. Campbell is particularly concerned with demonstrating a spontaneous grace, sympathy and love in these two; with
presenting the spiritual qualities
expressed in the almost crude
physical vigour and 'livingness' of
the children. For example:
"It was an old outside lavatory covered with ivy . . .
Billy sitting in the seat and
laughing down at his pants
danghng from his bare toes,
felt at that moment tliat he

knew something of the mystery and delight of the godhead."
and
"Billy always thought of
the Jordan as just like their
own creek, flowing over its
sharp sand under the willows; and he saw the sandpipers, and Jesus wading up
to his knees and the clouds
coming over Bald Hill and
the dove descending."
Among the adults, Campbell
finds this same grace in Elsie the
housemaid, manifested by the
baptism of her second child (but
her husband's first) in a bird-bath,
in token of the descent of the
dove upon it. By contrast we have
Miss Frost, the children's governess, who has managed, in true
spinsterly fashion, to trap into
marriage the station Overseer.
"The only way Billy could
ever explain the difference
between them was that the
clove had descended on the
one and not on the other." .
David Campbell is a poet (he
has had at least two volumes of
poetry published) and the form
of these stories does show an intelligent use of this poetic ability
as well as perhaps an avoidance
of the weaknesses usual in poets
writing in prose. And it is the
poet in iiim that - produces the
fine expression of moments of insight in a visual image. Here is
Janet's understanding of redemption:
"Away you rolled like a
button into the dark hollow
that was death. Then God
came along with his axe and
chopped you out."
It is not on the subtlety but on
the expressiveness of symbols that
he is relying. There is no attempt
to resurrect archetypal significances to pick at the bed-rock of our
consciousness; instead his symbols, arising naturally out of the
stories themselves, become mean35

ingful, evocative through Campbell's own writing. His facile and
graceful command of words and
the appropriateness of his images
provide the indicative passages in
the stories, with something of the
concentrated feeling and suggestiveness of poetry. For example,
this passage, showing the children
playing on the grave of a gentleman named A. G. Wise:
"The young heads touched
beneath the pines and their
laughter was mingled.
"Silly old Wise," Janet said,
and she stamped up and
down the grave. Death, what
was death on a fine morning?
A fraud like Santa Glaus . . .
. . . Billy stamped, too.
And to outdo his sister who
was only a girl, he had an
idea. The thin stream played
on the tombstones. So much
for old Wise."
Here the details are quite patently s>mbolic. But while his intention is clear, Campbell has

taken care to make die passage
plausible on a realistic basis, and
the quality of the writing raises
it above the heaviness and dullness of allegory.
The happenings in the adult
world, which form a background
to the short stories as well as
forming a simple narrati\'e link
between them, are presented
obliquely through the eyes of the
tliildren with the irony that their
interpretation of them imparts.
The adults' role in the book does
not require any \er>' deep or
original insight into character (of
which, anyway, Campbell is probably incapable). They are really
stock figures, but Campbell makes
them sufficiently ali^'e for him to
lose them while describing them
humorously. At the bottom of all
his judgments of character is an
appealing generosity: the father,
remote with a heavy fatherly wit,
is almost the Victorian pater
familias; Miss Frost, the governess, is a t>'pical man-trapping

spinster; the mother is motherly,
but Campbell has a rather charming s>mpath>' for her.
Tiic .structure of the book separates the events in the adult world
from the life of the cliildren except at moments of unusiuil
awareness, which usually occur in
Janet since she is the older of the
two and perhaps because she is a
girl and more generously sympathetic.
The book achieves its quite indi\'idiu>l atmo-sphere in the understanding humour of Campbell's
writing which this review has
probal)l\- failed to suggest entireh'.
His stories are more than the
formless little subjectivisms that
so many stories about childhood
are. One could nc\er claim that
they are more than the uncomplex
tenuous conceptions of a minor
creator, but his writing does express his own conviction of its
trutli.
RICHARD
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